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combustion emissions: distinguishing causal
effects from non-causal associations†

Ville Leinonen, *a Petri Tiitta,‡b Olli Sippula,bc Hendryk Czech, §b Ari Leskinen,ad

Sini Isokääntä,a Juha Karvanene and Santtu Mikkonen ab

Small-scale wood combustion is a significant source of particulate emissions. Atmospheric transformation

of wood combustion emissions is a complex process involving multiple compounds interacting

simultaneously. Thus, an advanced methodology is needed to study the process in order to gain

a deeper understanding of the emissions. In this study, we are introducing a methodology for simplifying

this complex process by detecting dependencies of observed compounds based on a measured dataset.

A statistical model was fitted to describe the evolution of combustion emissions with a system of

differential equations derived from the measured data. The performance of the model was evaluated

using simulated and measured data showing the transformation process of small-scale wood

combustion emissions. The model was able to reproduce the temporal evolution of the variables in

reasonable agreement with both simulated and measured data. However, as measured emission data are

complex due to multiple simultaneous interacting processes, it was not possible to conclude if all

detected relationships between the variables were causal or if the variables were merely co-variant. This

study provides a step toward a comprehensive, but simple, model describing the evolution of the total

emissions during atmospheric aging in both gas and particle phases.
Environmental signicance

Residential wood combustion in stoves is known as a substantial primary source of particulate matter in Europe with signicant potential for secondary organic
aerosol (SOA) formation during atmospheric aging. Despite numerous laboratory studies with combustion-related SOA precursors under different oxidation
conditions, interactions between those conditions and aerosol constituents over the course of ageing have not been understood yet. In this study we formed
a stochastic model that, based on the obtained structure of the variables and coefficients of ‘reactions’ from the measured dataset, was able to reproduce the
evolution of emission in a smog chamber. Our model raises evidence for interactive processes not taken into account before with possible implications for air
pollution forecasts and at-source reduction of secondary pollutant formation.
1 Introduction

Small-scale wood combustion is a common method for resi-
dential heating and has been identied as a substantial
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contributor to ambient levels of particulate matter in several
European areas.1–5 Wood combustion-derived aerosol, in
particular from manually-red logwood stoves, contains
substantial quantities of several air pollutants, such as black
carbon, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), volatile
organic compounds (VOC) and CO,6,7 with consequences for
Earth's radiative forcing,8 cloud formation,9 and human
health.10 Aer their release into the atmosphere, wood
combustion emissions are immediately transformed in
a complex process known as “atmospheric aging” involving
multiphase chemistry, leading to the oxidation and function-
alization of particulate and gaseous pollutants11,12 and the
consequent formation of secondary organic and inorganic
aerosol (SOA and SIA, respectively). The formation of SOA has
been reported to enhance the organic aerosol concentration by
a factor of two to three times the concentration of the particu-
late organic aerosol emitted by wood combustion, aer less
Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2022, 2, 1551–1567 | 1551
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than 1.5 days of photochemical aging.13–15 In addition, atmo-
spheric aging of wood combustion emissions at nighttime has
been identied as a substantial enhancer of aerosol particle
concentrations.13,16 Consequently, it has been found that
atmospheric aging alters the toxicological properties of wood
combustion aerosols17,18 in addition to changing the optical
properties,19,20 with implications for the climate and human
health.

Smog chambers or environmental chambers have been used
to study the atmospheric transformation of single VOC or
combustion emissions for several decades, offering a controlled
environment and conditions similar to the atmosphere, to
study the effects of, for example, the photochemical age, relative
humidity, NOx, addition of seed aerosol, oxidizing agents, etc.
on emission transformation.13,21–24 Despite several known reac-
tion pathways from smog chamber experiments for single
emission constituents or compound classes, such as PAHs,25

interactions between all constituents of a real-world combus-
tion aerosol complicate the prediction of secondary aerosol
formation and its physicochemical properties.

Radicals, such as hydroxyl (OH), ozone (O3), and nitrate
(NO3), are known to play an important role in SOA chemistry.11

OH is the most important radical during photochemical aging,
whereas NO3 and O3 are more important during dark aging.13,26

SOA formed from photochemical and dark aging differ by
chemical composition. However, both aging mechanisms are
important and must be taken into account when evaluating the
whole-climate implications of aging processes.27 Nitrate radical
chemistry is an efficient SOA formation mechanism and also an
important pathway for the production of organic nitrates,
serving as a NOx sink in the atmosphere.28

A few studies have been made to capture the atmospheric
evolution of wood combustion emissions in both the gaseous
and particulate phases.29–32,86

Models of SOA formation and the evolution of the
compounds leading to SOA can be divided into at least two
groups. One group of modelling, such as the volatility basis set,
aims to describe one or several features of the emission. In the
volatility basis set (VBS) approach,33,34 the evolution of the
constituent phases are modeled based on the volatilities of the
compounds, considering the equilibrium concentrations of
different compounds in gas and particle phases and how
different factors, such as chemical and physical reactions, affect
the equilibrium state. This approach with the observational
data from smog chamber experiments has been commonly used
to estimate the SOA mass produced from combustion emis-
sion35–40 and to estimate the proportional contributions of
different SOA precursors to formed SOA.41 The VBS scheme has
been also applied to model biomass-burning organic aerosol in
regional chemical transport models.42,43

The second approach to model SOA, and in particular its
precursors in the gas phase, is the family of explicit chemical
modeling. There exist several chemical models such as the
Master Chemical Mechanism (MCM)44,45 and GECKO-A,46 which
combine large numbers of chemical reactions and pre-
determined reaction coefficients to replicate the evolution of
the system. The MCM has recently been applied to wood-
1552 | Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2022, 2, 1551–1567
burning emissions by running the model with the most
important primary emission species to model the evolution of
gas-phase species using a smaller selection of reactions from
the entire system.47 These can be used to parametrize SOA
production. The Statistical Oxidation Model (SOM) offers an
approach somewhere between one-quality models and explicit
chemical models. The SOM uses several qualities of compounds
(such as their volatility and numbers of constituent carbon and
oxygen atoms) to predict the SOA mass and atomic O : C ratio.48

The SOM has been used to simulate the formation and
composition of biomass burning SOA in an environmental
chamber.49

All approaches—volatility-based, SOM, and explicit chemical
modeling—are based on differential equations. These equa-
tions describe the evolution of some quantity that we are
interested in modeling and can be transformed into the nal
product of the model. For the volatility approach, this is the
volatility distribution of particles; in chemical modeling, it
denes the quantities of substances in the system.

In the approaches mentioned above, the changes of gas
concentrations and numbers of particles in time can be
considered consequences of reactions occurring in the system.
Reactions are caused by the initial compounds and certain
properties of these compounds. The reaction coefficients and
concentrations of initial compounds determine the rate of
reactions occurring in time. Compounds can be considered
causally related as those are related to each other through
chemical reactions. If a reaction is favorable, initial compounds
lead to an increase in products while their own concentrations
decrease.

In this study, we described the connections between primary
emissions and aging conditions using a causal model.50 Models
aiming to study causality are slowly being introduced to studies
in atmospheric sciences, but this is the rst attempt to build
a causality-based model for combustion emissions. In the eld
of atmospheric science, causal discovery has been applied in
different subelds to both test the usability of the method for
a certain kind of dataset, but also to understand the causal
pathways of a certain phenomenon. Examples of studies
includes exploring causal networks in biosphere–atmosphere
interactions,51 discovering causality in spatio-temporal datasets
of surface pressures in oceans,52,53 discovering causal pathways
among atmospheric disturbances of different spatial scales in
geopotential height data,54 and testing causal discovery in
synthetic atmospheric datasets of advection and diffusion.55

The aim of this study was to evaluate whether it is possible to
learn the causal relationships of variables from the system of
atmospheric aging without having explicit prior information
about these relations. On that account, we created a model for
the complex interactions between aerosol constituents in both
gaseous and particulate phases.13,30 Here, we present the rst
version of our model that is able to represent dependencies
between observed variables in the chamber studies in Tiitta
et al. (2016)13 and Hartikainen et al. (2018).30 In addition, we
discuss the issues in data processing related to the modeling of
wood combustion aging, and more generally, emission aging
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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data sets by applying the model to articial, simulated data sets
and evaluating its accuracy.

2 Data and methods

Chamber experiments for studying the atmospheric trans-
formation of residential wood combustion emissions were
conducted in the ILMARI environmental chamber56 at the
University of Eastern Finland, as described by Tiitta et al.
(2016).13 The particulate emissions of the dataset have been
studied by Tiitta et al. (2016)13 and volatile emissions by Harti-
kainen et al. (2018).30

Briey, ve chamber experiments were conducted in total
using a modern heat-storing masonry heater57 as the emission
source. The masonry heater was operated with spruce logs,
using both fast ignition and slow ignition for initiating the
combustion experiment (detailed procedure described in Tiitta
et al., 2016)13 to adjust the VOC-to-NOx ratio. In each experi-
ment, a sample of the combustion exhaust was diluted and fed
into the chamber for 35 min, including the ignition, aming
combustion and residual char-burning phases of the combus-
tion.58 This was followed by stabilization (i.e. the period when
organic compounds should reach an equilibrium state in the
chamber) of the sample, aer which the oxidative aging of the
sample was initiated by feeding ozone into the chamber. The
end of the stabilization period is treated as the starting point in
our analysis. Both dark and UV-light aging experiments were
conducted, representing evolution at nighttime and daytime in
the atmosphere, respectively.

To investigate the daytime ambient conditions, in which OH
radicals dominate the oxidative aging of emissions, we used two
experiments (experiments 4B and 5B, Tiitta et al., 2016).13 In
those, UV lights (blacklight lamps, 350 nm) were switched on
immediately aer feeding ozone into the chamber, and the
wood combustion emission was photochemically aged for four
hours. The estimated photochemical age of the sample at the
end of the experiment was 0.6–0.8 days, based on the measured
OH radical exposure. Two experiments were also used to
investigate the nighttime evolution (experiments 2B and 3B,
Tiitta et al., 2016).13 In those, the aging was conducted rst
without the UV radiation; aer 4 hours of dark aging, the UV
lights were switched on. The dark aging period represents
nighttime ambient conditions, in which ozone and nitrate
radicals dominate the oxidative aging of emissions.13,59 The
conditions in the chamber simulate polluted atmospheric
boundary-layer conditions with an OH concentration of (0.5–5)
� 106 molecule per cm3, ozone concentrations of 20–90 ppb and
NOx concentrations of 40–120 ppb13 with a lower VOC-to-NOx

ratio (fast ignition: ratio z 3) yielding smaller total emissions
including SOA than the slow ignition cases (ratio z 5).

The evolution of gases and particles in the chamber was
measured by comprehensive online measurements. Gas-phase
organic and inorganic compounds were measured using
single gas analyzers (NO, NO2, and O3) and a Proton-Transfer-
Reactor Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer (PTR-TOF-MS 8000,
Ionicon Analytik, Innsbruck, Austria). The PTR-MS data set has
been described in detail by Hartikainen et al. (2018).30 The
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
submicron particle size distribution was measured using
a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS, CPC 3022, TSI) and
the chemical composition and mass concentration of the
particles using a Soot Particle Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (SP-
HR-TOF-AMS).60 The AMS was used to characterize the chemical
signatures of particulate chemical species (organic, NO3, SO4,
NH4, and Chl), of which NO3 and organic species (hereaer
referred to as OA) were used as Positive Matrix Factorization
(PMF) factors (POA1–2, SOA1–3, details below) in this study.

Dark and UV-induced aging were treated separately in
further data analysis because the intense UV radiation affects
the transformation of emissions due to photochemical reac-
tions and further inuences the dependencies between the
variables. Furthermore, we had two experiments with different
ignition techniques, one with fast ignition and one with slow
ignition for both dark (2B and 3B) and UV light-induced aging
(4B and 5B). Both experiments with the same aging type were
combined into a single data set for the model.

The ignition type, which determines how fast the logwood
ignites, inuences the emission factors of POA and VOC emis-
sion from wood combustion, particularly those of carbonyls,
aromatic hydrocarbons, and furanoic and phenolic
compounds.13,30 Hartikainen et al. (2018)30 showed that during
aging, furanoic and phenolic compounds decreased, while
nitrogen-containing organic compounds were produced in both
gaseous and particulate phases. In addition, photochemical
aging especially increased the concentrations of certain gaseous
carbonyls, particularly acid anhydrides.30 As we combined the
results of both experiments with different ignition types into
a single data set, we assumed that the reactions in the chamber
were similar in both data sets and that only the concentrations
of the compounds differed.
2.1 Data processing

For modeling purposes, the data are needed to be harmonized
and transformed into an applicable form. The SMPS provided
detailed measurements of size distributions, each consisting of
over 100 bins by the particle (mobility) diameter, ranging from
14.1–14.6 nm to 710.5–736.5 nm. For this study, we used
a simpler representation of the size distribution, size binning of
wall-loss corrected (see Section 2.3 in Tiitta et al., 2016)13 SMPS
time series which were grouped into four larger size classes.
These four classes roughly represent atmospherically relevant
particle modes: under 25 nm (nucleation mode, hereaer
NuclM), 25 to 100 nm (Aitken mode, AitM), 100 to 300 nm
(accumulation mode, AccM), and over 300 nm (coarse mode,
CoarM). Measured size bins were summed to form number
concentrations of particles in four classes.

As OH radicals are one of the main oxidants in the atmo-
spheric transformation of emission during photochemical
aging, we applied OH concentration level estimation formulas
(1–3) from Barmet et al. (2012)61 to calculate the OH concen-
tration time series. The estimation was based on the d9-butanol
tracer method, and the slope was determined separately for
each time point from 20 observations (time period of 30 min)
around the time at which the OH concentration was estimated.
Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2022, 2, 1551–1567 | 1553
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Fig. 1 Illustration of the three factor loadings (in rows) from explor-
atory factor analysis (EFA) including the average carbon oxidation state
(OSC) for PTR-MS factors. Subplots in the left column contain the
coefficients of the factor loadings and the limit of �0.3 (dashed line),
separating relevant from redundant variables. Subplots in the center
(for m/z with positive factor loadings) and the right column (for m/z
with negative factor loadings) visualize the OSC dependent on the
carbon number (nC) of the detected sum formula.73
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The reason for using only a 30-minute interval for estimating
the OH at the time was that the decline of d9-butanol (hence the
concentration of OH) was highly varying during the experiment.
The decline in d9-butanol levels was highest right aer UV
lights were turned on. The slope estimation (see formula (3) in
Barmet et al.61) using whole time series could have given too
small estimates for the OH level right aer UV lights have been
turned on. Concentrations of OH that were estimated to be
negative were set to zero. However, negative values were only
estimated for dark aging experiments, where, according to our
initial assumption, OH was not allowed to affect other variables
in the model.

The applied instruments measured concentrations and size
distributions with different time resolutions. PTR-MSmeasured
every 2 seconds, whereas the SMPS scan time and sample
analysis took a total of 5 minutes to conduct a single
measurement. To combine variables measured by multiple
measurement devices into one data set, it is important to
transform data appropriately to express variables to the same
time resolution. We applied simple cubic spline interpolation to
interpolate SMPS data to the same time resolution as AMS data,
which was 2 minutes. Data from PTR-MS and other gas
analyzers were averaged over a 2 minute period.

2.1.1 Dimension reduction of PTR-MS and AMS data sets.
The particle and gas phase data provided by AMS and PTR-MS,
respectively, consist of mass spectra of many chemical
compounds and their fragments (hereaer referred as tracers).
To formulate a model that could provide a simple representa-
tion of the evolution of the emissions, we need to compress the
information provided by a large number of single tracers. Thus,
we aim to describe the evolution of spectra by combining tracers
into a smaller number of factors with dimension reduction
techniques for both gas- and particle-phase measurement (from
PTR and AMS) data sets. Tracers share some properties and the
underlying dependencies in the data set.

However, it is not necessarily self-evident which dimension
reduction method should be applied to the data set of interest.
Isokääntä et al. (2020)62 studied the importance of selecting the
appropriate dimension reduction method to the data set in
atmospheric studies. Specically, they investigated mass spec-
trometer data sets acquired from chamber studies. They found
that fragmentation of compounds and rapid changes in
chemical composition (such as that caused by turning on UV
lights) should be considered when selecting the dimension
reduction technique. They suggest that for data sets in which
fragmentation is usually not problematic, exploratory factor
analysis (EFA) or principal component analysis (PCA) might
extract those rapid changes from the data more efficiently than
PMF.

We aimed to compare multiple experiments in further data
analysis, and thus we applied dimension reduction techniques
to the PTR-MS data sets, using all the data to form the factors
instead of applying a dimension reduction method separately.
For PTR-MS data, both EFA and PCA were tested, but only EFA
was selected for further analysis as it provided interpretable
factors. EFA was applied using the function fa from package
psych63 in the R environment.64 The minimum residual
1554 | Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2022, 2, 1551–1567
technique was used for EFA and oblique Oblimin-rotation was
used to enhance the separation of the tracers in each factor. In
addition, tracers that had no signicant contribution (i.e.,
loading) on any of the factors were removed from analysis, and
factorization was performed again only to the remaining
tracers. These removed tracers were mainly instrumental
backgrounds or compounds with very small concentrations
without any clear structure as a time series. Time series for the
factors were calculated by the sum score method, wherein the
original data are multiplied directly with the loading values
from EFA, possibly with some threshold limit.65 We selected an
absolute value of 0.3 as a threshold for the loadings, meaning
any loading values smaller than that were suppressed to zero
before the multiplication.66 PTR factor 2 was scaled to be posi-
tive by adding the minimum value to all the time points.
Negative values were caused by the baseline correction of PTR-
MS data and factorization. Factors (see Fig. 1) were identied
based on their temporal evolution and identied tracers as well
as their average carbon oxidation state (OSC) contributing to
each factor. For PTR-MS data, three factors were found: (1)
primary VOCs, (2) photochemical aging products, and (3) dark
aging products.

PTR-MS data sets adequately identied the representative
compounds (i.e., tracers that were identiable) as a time series.
It must be noted that detailed interpretation of factors would
require identication for most of the compounds in the
chamber, including highly oxygenated organic molecules,
which was not possible with the current measurement
setup.67–70 Accurate optimization of factors is outside the scope
of this study.

Factorization of the AMS data by PMF has been described in
Tiitta et al. (2016)13 so we only summarize it here. PMF71,72 was
applied to classify the OA into ve subgroups. Two factors
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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describe the primary organic aerosol particles (POA): (1)
biomass-burning OA and (2) hydrocarbon-like OA. Three factors
represent the major oxidants in the formation processes of SOA:
(1) formation by ozonolysis, (2) formation by nitrate/peroxy
radicals, and (3) formation by OH radicals. PMF was per-
formed using the PMF Evaluation Tool v.2.08.72

2.1.2 Filtering time series. Measurements can be thought
of as discrete observations from the continuous process of
emission transformation. They contain measurement uncer-
tainty, which arises from limitations of the measurement
regarding the representativeness, accuracy or other factors
affecting the measurement event or applied instruments. The
uncertainties, referred to in the model as measurement errors,
are estimated and taken into account in the ltering procedure
(detailed motivation for ltering in ESI S1†).

Multiple statistical methods can be applied to estimate the
state at of the time series from data. Instead of using all
observations from the time series (smoothing), we used only
observations before the estimated state (ltering). The reason
for using ltering instead of smoothing was that if the model
would be used to predict the evolution of the system aer the
end of the measurement, the information is only available until
the last observation.

The ltering method was similar to locally estimated scat-
terplot smoothing,74 in which observations are weighted
according to the proximity of the measurement yk,t0 from the
measurement yk,t0 which state is estimated.

ak;t0 ¼
Xt0
t¼1

w
�t� t0

h

��
yk;t � b0 � b1ðt� t0Þ

�
(1)

w(x) ¼ {(1 − jxj3)3}, when jxj < 1, 0, when jxj $ 1 (2)

We applied the method separately to every time series. The
number of previous measurements used (h ¼ time window) to
estimate the current state ak,t0 was determined in each indi-
vidual time series by calculating a weighted linear regression
(with coefficients b0 and b1 and weights w(x)) to the time series
and choosing a window such that the ltered time series was
representative to time series. The time series had different
Fig. 2 Effect of filtering for one variable during the dark aging period
of experiment 2B. The dots represent the original measurements, and
the line represents the filtered values.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
ratios of noise to total variation due to different measurement
instruments and time resolutions. Fig. 2 shows the effect of
ltering for one variable during experiment 2B.

2.2 Creating the model

We present a simple four-step procedure describing how the
model was applied to the processed version of the emission data
set. Sections 2.2.1–2.2.4 provide more detailed descriptions of
selected steps in the model creation.

(1) Applying the causal discovery algorithm75 for nding the
potential causal relationships between measured variables and
measured changes (D(x):s) in time. The algorithm returns
possible causes for each measured change.

(2) Forming all possible interaction variables frommeasured
variables such that both variables in the interaction should be
potential causes suggested by the causal discovery algorithm. In
addition, prior assumptions are taken into account, and thus
variables with the given limitations are restricted from being
considered interaction variables.

(3) Using the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator
(LASSO)76 to select predictor variables amongst interaction
variables (and possible single variables suggested by the algo-
rithm). Simultaneously, estimating the coefficients of each
selected predictor using a linear model.

(4) Calculating the modeled evolution using the ordinary
differential equation (ODE) system deSolve,77 using estimated
coefficients as reaction coefficients, the rst observation from
the experiment as the initial state and with multiple values of
two parameters which the user needs to dene. Select values of
those parameters based on the smallest RMSE for the calculated
evolution.

Sections 2.2.1–2.2.4 provide more detailed descriptions of
selected steps in the model creation.

As the output of the procedure, we learn linear differential
equations for each variable of interest xj, j ¼ 1, ., n, eqn (3):

D(xj,t) ¼ xj,t+1 − xj,t ¼ b0 + b1x1,t + b2x2,t +. + bikxi,txk,t +.(3)

These differential equations describe how the difference of
the variable value between subsequent time points is deter-
mined by values of measured variables (xi:s describe the vari-
ables used as itself and xixk variables used as interaction
variables) immediately before the time interval.

2.2.1 Using a causal discovery algorithm. A causal
discovery algorithm78 attempts to nd the causal structure of
variables in a studied system. The causal structure refers to
qualitative knowledge on the causal relations. For instance, the
algorithmmay indicate that X causes Y but gives no information
on the strength of the effect. Fig. 3 illustrates causal graphs
where one-headed arrows, called edges, tell the direction of the
causality.

Causal discovery methods can be divided into constraint-
based and score-based approaches.78,79 We applied the PC-
algorithm78 which is a constraint-based method implemented
in the R package r-causal.75 In constraint-based methods,
a series of tests for (conditional) independence between the
variables are carried out. Based on these tests, conclusions on
Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2022, 2, 1551–1567 | 1555
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Fig. 3 Examples of causal graphs and how interaction variables are
formed. (a) Variables are linked to other variables by affecting D(x)
(denoted as D(A) for variable A). The causal discovery algorithm
searches, for each D(x), for themost probable variables that could have
an effect. (b) The interaction variables are linked to the edges using the
causal discovery algorithm. All possible interaction variables are
formed based on edges in graph (a). For example, because A, B, and D
all affect D(A), interaction variables A� B, A�D, and B�D are formed,
and those are possible to affect D(A). In this graph, we assume that
some of the interaction edges (e.g., B � D / D(A)) are not selected in
least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO). (c) Alternative
way figure (b) can be drawn as a cyclic graph. Edge from, e.g., A� B/
D(A) in figure (b) is substituted by an edge A � B / A in figure (c). We
have used (c) to represent the edges in the results section. The color of
the edge is related to the direction of the effect: black indicates
a positive effect and red denotes a negative effect.
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the causal structure can be made. For instance, if X and Y are
dependent, Z and Y are dependent, but X and Z are independent
when conditioned on Y, it can be concluded that the causal
graph has a V-structure X/ Y) Z. However, without auxiliary
information it is possible to construct the causal graph only up
Table 1 Allowed predictors for each response variable given for a causa

Allowed dependencies

Response variable D(x)

Dark aging
Size variables (NuclM, AitM, AccM, CoarseM)
SOA1–3
POA1–2, NO3

PTR1-3, gas-phase variables (NO, NO2, O3)

Photochemical aging
Size variables (NuclM, AitM, AccM CoarseM)
SOA1–3
POA1–2, NO3

PTR1–3, gas-phase variables (NO, NO2, O3, OH)

1556 | Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2022, 2, 1551–1567
to an equivalence class,78 which in practice means the direction
of some arrows may remain unknown.

The implementation of the PC-algorithm75 has two parame-
ters which the user needs to dene, “depth” and “alpha” which
are hereaer referred to as tuning parameters. Wongchokpra-
sitti (2019)75 explains that the depth determines “a number of
nodes conditioned on in the search”. Depth values used in the
algorithm were two, three, and innite, meaning that every
node can be further conditioned in the search. Alpha, which is
set between zero and one, indicates the statistical signicance
of the dependency between searched variables. However,
signicance was used here as a tuning parameter to allow the
number of edges to rise with larger alpha values. Alpha values of
0.01, 0.05, 0.2, and 0.3 have been used for wood combustion
data sets. For simulated data sets (see Sections 3.1 and S2†)
alpha values of 0.05, 0.2, and 0.3 were used. For depth, values of
3 and −1 (describing unlimited depth) were used.

The PC-algorithm was used to search for potential cause
variables (sources or sinks) for each measured compound
(AMS: NO3, POA1–2, SOA1–3, SMPS: NuclM, AitM, AccM,
CoarM, PTR: factors PTR1–3, gas phase: NO, NO2, O3, OH). A
crucial part of the causal discovery algorithm is the imple-
mentation of prior knowledge. We used prior information to
restrict presumably impossible or negligible dependencies.
The apparent a priori difference in prior information between
the two aging types is that in dark aging, OH is not allowed to
affect any of the variables; however, in photochemical aging,
OH can affect other variables excluding those derived from the
particle size distribution. OH was also forced to affect SOA3,
which was characterized as OH radical formation products in
a previous study.13 Furthermore, the effects from size distri-
bution variables on any other variables, POA on SOA, AMS
variables on gas-phase variables, and negligible variables
(those with small concentrations) on any other variable were
not permitted. As the applied causal discovery algorithm is
based on correlations, variables that have negligible effects on
absolute concentrations could have been found to have large
effects in this correlation-based search due to randomness.
Allowed dependencies for causal discovery algorithm have
been listed in Table 1.
l discovery algorithm

Predictor variable

Size variables (NuclM, AitM, AccM, CoarseM)
SOA1–3, NO3, PTR1–3, gas-phase variables (NO, NO2, O3)
POA1–2, SOA1–3, NO3, PTR1–3, gas-phase variables (NO, NO2, O3)
PTR1-3, gas-phase variables (NO, NO2, O3)

Size variables (NuclM, AitM, AccM, CoarseM)
SOA1–3, NO3, PTR1–3, gas-phase variables (NO, NO2, O3, OH)
POA1–2, SOA1–3, NO3, PTR1–3, gas-phase variables (NO, NO2, O3, OH)
PTR1–3, gas-phase variables (NO, NO2, O3, OH)

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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2.2.2 Forming interaction variables. The causal discovery
algorithm suggested several potential edges (i.e., directed
connections) between variables which were turned into inter-
action variables. We used the suggestion from the discovery
algorithm as a starting point to form a nal structure to be used
in the model. For each variable Y, the algorithm provided a list
of variables X that could cause Y, X / Y. We used those vari-
ables X to form interaction variables for explaining Y.

Interaction variables predicting Y were formed by pairing
potential causes of Y. Both paired variables needed to be sug-
gested by the causal discovery algorithm. The only limitation for
variables was that variable interactions were not allowed to
violate prior assumptions, as explained in Section 2.2.1. For
example, if it is known that Z cannot cause Y, it cannot be
included in a list of interaction variables that could cause Y. In
this step, we formed a list of potential interaction variables for
each variable Y. Fig. 3b shows an example of the formation of
interaction variables.

In addition to interaction variables, we also allowed some
single variables to act as predictors. The evolution of the phys-
ical properties of particles and many chemical reactions typi-
cally involves more than, for example, just one compound or
phase state, but there are exceptions. As an example, particles of
the same size can coagulate during evolution and form larger
particles.

Similar solutions appear in the literature. In chemical
kinetics theory,80 one or more variables react to form other
compound(s). The changes in time of the produced
compound's concentration can then be represented as
a product of concentrations of reacting compounds multiplied
by the rate coefficient and time t. Interaction variables and
some single variables found by the algorithmwere used to select
suitable explanatory variables for the effects of variables to the
response variable D(x).

The calculation of interaction variables may be performed
directly by using all possible variables in the data set and then
selecting suitable explanatory variables for each response vari-
able from amongst all interaction variables. This can be per-
formed by a causal discovery algorithm or some other method.
However, if the number of initial (single) variables is n, then the
number of possible two-variable interactions is�n
2

�
¼ n!

2!ðn� 2Þ! ; which is large even for relatively small n.

Therefore, a preselection of most potential variables to form
these interaction variables reduces the number of interaction
variables formed remarkably. The preselection is also justied
because then we do not have clearly incorrect interaction vari-
ables in the next step (LASSO). We found out that the interac-
tion variables can be highly correlated, therefore some clearly
incorrect interaction variables could be selected, if all variables
will be used for forming interaction variables.

2.2.3 Accounting for multicollinearity with LASSO. Inter-
action variables also give rise to some challenges for the selec-
tion of variables. Interaction variables are oen highly
correlated, as two interaction variables may share one common
variable. Highly correlated variables can lead to
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
multicollinearity in coefficient estimation. When data have
a multicollinearity problem, coefficients of interaction variables
might suffer from biases, and small changes in the model can
lead to large changes in its output. Therefore, it is important to
note the possibility of multicollinearity in predictors.

When interaction variables have been formed, there are
usually many correlated variables that can explain each response
variable D(x). We used LASSO regression (Bayesian approach81

based on Park & Casella, 2008 (ref. 82)) to reduce the number of
variables and multicollinearity in the set of explanatory vari-
ables. LASSO shrinks the coefficients of some redundant vari-
ables to be almost or equal to zero, and thus reduces the number
of effective variables. Variables with coefficients close to zero
were consequently excluded from the structure. Variables that
had non-zero coefficients in the LASSO t were used as predictor
variables for D(x)s. Coefficients of these variables were used as
coefficients in the nal model. Fig. 3b shows an example of the
exclusion of some interaction variables aer using LASSO.

Negative coefficients are only permitted when the measured
value of a predicted variable is decreased due to the process,
which is shown in the model as the interaction variable
including the variable that is predicted itself. Without this
limitation, the modeled value of a variable can fall below zero
during a calculation, which is not physically realistic. If a vari-
able with a negative coefficient does not have a predicted vari-
able in the response variable, the model attempts to x that by
changing the predictor to one with a positive coefficient (usually
negatively correlated with the original predictor) or to some
interaction variable that includes the predicted variable.

2.2.4 Finding the best model and calculating the evolution
based on the t. We evaluated the model t by calculating the
evolution of the system based on the model's structure and
estimated coefficients. We used the R package deSolve77 to
calculate the evolution of the modeled linear ordinary differ-
ential equation system. Selection of the best model was then
performed based on that evolution. We calculated the Root
Mean Squared Error (RMSE) for each variation of the tuning
parameters (see Section 2.2.1 for description) and selected the
model based on the smallest RMSE for the calculated evolution.

As we had only two data sets for both dark and light induced
aging, we did not want to use separate data sets for training and
evaluating the model t. As the ignition type also affects, for
example, the chemical composition of the emission,13 evolution
between the data sets might not be directly comparable.
Therefore, we used both ignition types for searching for the
structure and estimating the coefficients of the model.
2.3 Simulation studies

In order to validate our model, we tted it rst to simulated data
mimicking combustion emissions and then to real measured
data from wood combustion experiments. Details about data
generation and experiments can be found in ESI S2, Tables 2
and S1.† For the case where the dependencies between variables
are not completely known, causal discovery algorithms offer
a solution to nd missing causal pathways, noncausal depen-
dencies, and covariances. As a causal discovery algorithm
Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2022, 2, 1551–1567 | 1557
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Table 2 Datasets used in this study. Wood combustion datasets are measured datasets from the ILMARI environment (Tiitta et al., 2016).
Simulated datasets are completely artificial datasets representing the evolution of differential equation systems

Dataset How evolution is formed

Wood combustion datasets 2B and 3B Dark aging experiments of wood combustion
emission

4B and 5B Photochemical aging experiments of wood
combustion emission

Simulated datasets Small Differential equation system using mass action
kinetics

Large Differential equation system. Independent
linear differential equations for each variable.
System does not follow mass action kinetics
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attempts to search for dependencies based on data, there might
be incorrect dependencies in the structure formed by an algo-
rithm. These can be due to, for example, uncertainties in the
measured concentrations of variables, which can result in an
observed dependence that is weak and therefore not selected for
the model.

The atmospheric aging process of wood combustion emis-
sions is one such case in which we have limited prior knowl-
edge. For the reliability of the obtained results from our
experimental data sets, it is important to know how the causal
discovery algorithm combined with our model would function,
if we had the information regarding the correct structure
resulting from the aging process (see Table S1†). Thus, we
simulated a data set representing our observations with known
structures and connections in order to test and validate our
model for combustion measurement-type data. The details of
the simulations are provided in the ESI S2.†
Fig. 4 Secondary organic aerosol (SOA)-related part of the causal
graph for dark aging experiments. SOA variables are highlighted in
green. O3 and NO2 are measured from the gas phase, PTR2 is formed
from Proton-Transfer-Reactor Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer
(PTR-ToF-MS) measurements, and NO3 signatured aerosol and SOA1–
3 are given by particle-phase measurements with an Aerosol Mass
Spectrometer (AMS). PTR2 represents photochemical aging products
and SOA factors represents (1) formation by ozonolysis, (2) formation
by nitrate/peroxy radicals, and (3) formation by OH radicals. The color
of the arrow represents the sign of the effect, black arrows have
positive coefficient and red arrows have negative.
3 Results

As the evolution of emission is known to be different in the dark
and under UV aging conditions, experiments were separated
based on the aging type. In addition, prior information was
dened separately for dark and UV aging experiments (see
Section 2.2.1).

The causal discovery algorithm was used for both dark
aging experiments (the dark aging parts of 2B and 3B) using
the data from the experiments as the input for the model.
Similarly, the UV aging parts of 4B and 5B were used to search
the structure for UV aging. Thus, both experiments with the
same aging type have the same dependence structure between
variables, and the coefficients for the experiments of the same
aging type were the same. Aer estimating the coefficients,
modeled evolution of the system was then calculated and
compared to the measured evolution of the experiment. The
best model based on tuning parameters (alpha and depth,
details in Section 2.2) was then selected. The time point zero
in each experiment represents the start of the aging period. As
the full graph of the model holds so many connections, it is
impossible to interpret. Thus, we show here only subsets of
the full graph. Magnitudes of each effect are given in Table
S8† for dark aging experiments and Table S9† for photo-
chemical aging experiments.
1558 | Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2022, 2, 1551–1567
For dark aging experiments, the sub-graph of the model
showing dependencies for SOA variables is shown in Fig. 4.
Coefficients for the edges are provided in the ESI.† For SOA,
most of the edges connected seem to be possible causes.

For SOA1, the main increase of the concentration is due to
the reaction with ozone (O3 � SOA1 / SOA1). The benet of
this type of model is that the variables in the model can be act at
the same time as outcomes and predictor variables for some
other variable. More specically, the current level of a variable
can be the predictor for the level at the next time point. e.g. in
the example of O3 � SOA1, reactions of existing SOA1 with O3

decrease the level of SOA1. If, in turn, SOA1 reacts with NO3, it
increases the level of SOA1.

In SOA2, organic nitrates are present which were formed
through oxidation of organic emission constituents by nitrate
radicals (NO2 � SOA2 / SOA2). For SOA3, the change in
concentration is minor compared to that of SOA2 during dark
aging. According to the model, some increase in SOA2 and SOA3
occurs due to ozone reactions (O3 � SOA2 / SOA2 and O3 �
SOA3/ SOA3). Based on Tiitta et al. (2016),13 SOA1 is formed by
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 6 Particle size related part of the causal graph for dark aging
experiments. Particle-size related variables (nucleation mode (NuclM,
<25 nm), Aitken mode (AitM, 25–100 nm), accumulation mode (AccM,
100–300 nm), and coarse mode (CoarseM, >300 nm)), are highlighted
in green and yellow squares represent interaction variables. All variables
are measured using a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS). The color
of the arrow represents the sign of the effect; black arrows represent the
positive coefficient and red arrows the negative coefficient.
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ozonolysis, SOA2 is formed by NO3 and RO3 radicals, and SOA3
is formed by OH radicals. SOA3 is mostly formed during the UV
aging period; hence the edges related to SOA3 during the dark
aging period are not very important.

Fig. 5 shows that the evolution based on the model for both
experiments follow the measured evolution well for SOA2, but
for SOA1 the model was not able to accurately describe the
evolution. In general, some factors (SOA1, SOA3, and PTR2)
have minor differences between the measured and modeled
evolutions in one or both experiments. Differences between the
evolution calculated based on the Lasso approach and Jackknife
resampling with OLS in e.g. Fig. 5 are most likely due to the
differences in estimation methods which causes differences in
estimated coefficients and hence, the modeled evolution. All
coefficients for the dark aging model and gures for other
variables can be found in the ESI le (Table S8 and Fig. S2–S4).†

Fig. 6 shows the subgraph of the dependences for particle-
size variables. Most of the coefficients are as expected: variables
affecting themselves have negative coefficients, thus possibly
Fig. 5 Evolution of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) factors 1 and 2
from Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS) particle-phase measurements
in dark aging experiments. SOA factors represent (1) formation by
ozonolysis, and (2) formation by nitrate/peroxy radicals. Black points
represent the filtered version of variable and the blue line shows the
modeled evolution.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
relating to the coagulation of particles of the same size and
hence decreasing the number concentration of the size class. In
addition, there are usually negative coefficient for reactions of
Fig. 7 Evolution of the number concentration of coarse (CoarseM,
>300 nm) and accumulation mode (AccM, 100–300 nm) particles in
dark aging experiments. Black points represent the filtered version of
variables and the blue line shows the modeled evolution. For photo-
chemical aging experiments, the difference between the measured
and modeled evolution is slightly larger than for dark aging experi-
ments. The largest differences between measured and modeled
evolutions were in variables NO and NO2 on both experiments.

Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2022, 2, 1551–1567 | 1559
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Fig. 9 Evolution of PTR3 and SOA3 factors in photochemical aging
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a variable with a larger size mode, e.g. NuclM � CoarM /

NuclM possibly due to coagulation of nucleation mode particles
with coarse mode particles. Positive coefficients are mostly
related to reactions with smaller sized particles, possibly due to
the coagulation of particles resulting in larger particles (e.g.
AitM � CoarM / CoarM and AccM � CoarM / CoarM).
However, there are some dependencies that do not follow the
expectations listed above. As seen in Fig. 7, the modeled
evolution is in agreement with the measured one in both
experiments. Fig. 8 shows the graph for SOA variables in
photochemical aging experiments. For SOA3, which has the
most signicant increase during the experiments, reactions of
O3 with PTR1 and PTR1 (primary VOCs) and OH reacting with
SOA3 are the most important sources. Formation by OH is
suggested in Tiitta et al. (2016).13 SOA1 is also related to OH and
O3 during photochemical aging, whereas SOA2 is mostly related
to reactions with gas-phase products of PTR2 (nitrate/peroxy
radicals). Edges O3 / SOA1 and PTR2 / SOA2 are in line
with Tiitta et al. (2016),13 whereas OH / SOA1 is not suggested
there. Fig. 9 shows the evolution of PTR3 and SOA3. All coeffi-
cients for the photochemical aging model and gures for other
variables not shown here can be found in the ESI le (ESI S4,
Table S9 and Fig. S5–S7).†

Fig. 10 shows the subgraph of the dependencies for particle-
size variables in photochemical aging experiments. As also seen
in dark aging experiments (Fig. 6), most of the estimated coef-
cients follow the same expectations as listed in a paragraph
discussing particle-size variables during dark aging experi-
ments. However, there are also some coefficients that do not
conform to expectations. As in the dark aging experiments,
Fig. 8 Secondary organic aerosol (SOA)-related part of the causal
graph for photochemical aging experiments. SOA factors 1–3 whose
evolution is described by other variables are highlighted in green. O3 is
measured from the gas phase, factors PTR1–2 are formed from
Proton-Transfer-Reactor Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer (PTR-
ToF-MS) measurements, the hydroxyl radical (OH) is derived from d9-
butanol concentrations, and NO3 signatured aerosol and SOA1–3 are
given by particle-phase measurements with an Aerosol Mass Spec-
trometer (AMS). PTR factors represent (1) primary VOCs and (2)
photochemical aging products and SOA factors represent (1) forma-
tion by ozonolysis, (2) formation by nitrate/peroxy radicals, and (3)
formation by OH radicals. The color of the arrow represents the sign of
the effect, black arrows represent the positive coefficient and red
arrows the negative coefficient.

experiments. PTR3 is a factor derived from Proton-Transfer-Reactor
Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer (PTR-ToF-MS) measurements and
represents dark aging products; SOA3 is a secondary organic aerosol
(SOA) factor derived from Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS) particle-
phase measurements and represents compounds that are formed by
hydroxyl (OH) radicals. PTR3 represents dark aging products and SOA3
represents formation by OH radicals. Black points represent the
filtered version of variable and the blue line shows the modeled
evolution.

1560 | Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2022, 2, 1551–1567
there are some positive coefficients between a single variable
and a smaller size class (here CoarM / NuclM, CoarM /

AccM, and AitM / NuclM) that should be negative due to
coagulation. Some interactions between smaller size classes
should not physically have a large effect on larger size class
number concentration, e.g. NuclM � AitM / CoarM. In addi-
tion, in photochemical experiments, the evolution of larger
particles is well captured by the model (Fig. 11).

Simulated data mimicking the combustion emissions was
used to validate model performance. The aim was to test how
themethod (causal discovery algorithm + interaction variables +
LASSO, see Section 2.2.1) would perform in a situation in which
we know the system, in terms of both causal connections
between the variables and how the system has evolved during
the observation time.

Detailed results from the simulation studies are presented in
ESI S3.† In general, we found that most of the dependencies
that the algorithm found were correct, or the predictor variables
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 10 Particle-size related part of the causal graph for photo-
chemical aging experiments. Particle-size related variables (nucleation
mode (NuclM, <25 nm), Aitkenmode (AitM, 25–100 nm), accumulation
mode (AccM, 100–300 nm), and coarse mode (CoarseM, >300 nm))
are highlighted in green; yellow squares represent interaction vari-
ables. All variables are measured using a Scanning Mobility Particle
Sizer (SMPS). The color of the arrow represents the sign of the effect;
black arrows represent positive coefficient and red arrows the negative
coefficient.

Fig. 11 Evolution of the number concentration of coarse (CoarseM,
>300 nm) and accumulation mode (AccM, 100–300 nm) particles in
photochemical aging experiments. Black points represent the filtered
version of the variable and the blue line shows the modeled evolution.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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that were suggested to cause a change in the variable D(x) had
a high correlation with the correct cause. We also found that
correct prior information could increase the fraction of exactly
correct edges.

We also tested whether it was necessary to use a ltering
method for “measured” (simulated + the error mimicking
measurement uncertainty) time series before applying a causal
discovery algorithm. We found that the ltering method we
used for time series reduced the error in the t when the
uncertainty related to the variable was high (Fig. S1†). Also,
ltering improved the accuracy of the suggested causal struc-
ture if the observed noise in measurements was relatively high.

4 Summary and conclusions

In this study, we showed that a statistical model created for
aging of small-scale wood combustion data was able to describe
the complex evolution of combustion emissions. Dependencies
between the observed time series were studied using a causal
discovery algorithm, which provides information on the
measured data in two levels of detail. It offers a method to
detect the dependencies between variables in measured data
and nd potential causes for the observed dependencies in the
data set. The model was rst tted on simulated data in order to
test the accuracy of the t, the prediction ability of the model,
and how the dependency structure is formed for data with
known properties. Following that test, the model was tted on
a small-scale wood combustion data set to examine how it
performs with real observations. Predictive accuracy of the
model can be considered a reasonable measure for many
possible applications, where an explicit causal understanding of
the system is not needed. Model creation is described step-by-
step in Section 2.2 and the solving of the model is based on
differential equations (for which the relevant coefficients can be
found in Tables S7 and S8†).

As atmospheric measurement data contain large uncer-
tainties, and our measurements of combustion emissions and
their aging are no exception, we studied how these uncertainties
affect our model by using simulated data sets (see ESI S2, Tables
S4 and S5†). Based on the simulations, we ltered the initial
time series before applying the model and could reduce the
error related to the measurement process, thus making the
model and the obtained structure more accurate (see ESI S2 and
Fig. S1†). We recommend considering the errors in similar
future studies by ltering the data.

With carefully planned chamber experiments in a state-of-
the-art facility, we were able to study the dependencies
between all measured variables and differentiating correct
predictors to explain the variables of interest from variables just
covarying with them. This was achieved by controlling the
number of compounds such that only a limited number of the
possible explaining variables were able to affect the variable of
interest. It was then possible to measure whether the supposed
interaction between compounds/variables was present or not. It
is evident that the modeling of the complete structure and
correct causal paths of the evolution of combustion emissions
require more initial knowledge about the dependencies
Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2022, 2, 1551–1567 | 1561
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between the different gaseous and particulate matter. Addi-
tionally, increasing the number of experiments in the model
validation would likely lead to a better result, as some of the
dependencies detected in some experiments can be neglected in
other experiments if those are not causal.

For wood combustion emission experiments, the modeled
evolution successfully mimicked the evolution measured in the
chamber. Some varying practices in the experiments, such as
the ignition type and the resulting changes in combustion
efficiency, can affect the composition of the PTR-MS and AMS
factors. This might result in varying coefficients in different
experiments. Taking this into account, the model described the
evolution in the experiments well. Recently, there have been
multiple studies applying various dimension reduction tech-
niques on oxidation chamber data sets illustrating that the
selection of the technique can have a large impact on the
interpretation of the results.62,83–85 For this type of study (aging
of the emission by oxidation), an ideal factorization would
include the oxidation products from the same generation in one
factor. However, more detailed investigation of the most suit-
able dimension reduction technique is beyond the scope of this
work. In future development of the model, however, the choice
of dimension reduction technique should be investigated in
more detail.

The presented model used temporal evolution of the
compounds in (1) factors calculated for particle- and gas-phase
mass spectrometer data and (2) forming a structure for depen-
dencies between compound groups and some specic
compounds. It must be acknowledged that our model is not
based on the explicit details of the chemical formulae of the
compounds nor on the number of carbon and oxygen of the
species as is, for example, SOM. In the case of complex systems
such as wood combustion, which contains hundreds to thou-
sands of different emission species, explicit knowledge is not
available. Thus, the data-based model introduced here can
provide important information for further studies on the
detailed chemistry of the combustion process.

Based on the simulated experiments, the model captures the
evolution well. Most of the dependencies between the variables
without causal attribution in the simulated model are co-
varying with at least some of the dependencies assumed as
causal by the researchers. Due to complex chemistry behind the
measured data and a great number of compounds and
phenomena not measured in our study, the results of the model
cannot directly be interpreted as the causal evolution of the
combustion emissions in the atmospheric chamber. However,
it can still be taken as a good description of the process. In
addition, based on the simulations (see ESI, Tables S6 and S7†),
the model could process prior information more efficiently,
which is a topic for further development of the model.

The model introduced here provides a step towards a more
complete understanding of variable interactions in laboratory
experiments considering atmospheric aging. With the intro-
duced model, the dependencies between variables can be
detected with lower computational cost than the detailed
chemistry models would require. The results of the model give
new insight on the data itself and give prior information for
1562 | Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2022, 2, 1551–1567
more detailed chemical analyses. More research and different
observational data sets are still needed for more precise quan-
tication of the dependence structure between the studied
variables.
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